Real beauty comes
from the inside.
We do everything else

DIE ÄSTHETEN optimise your appearance
with medical professionalism and extensive ex-

DIE ÄSTHETEN. Munich and Bad Griesbach

perience at two locations: in the heart of Munich

Our range of services includes

and in idyllic Bad Griesbach, some 110 km from

Non-operative aesthetic treatments:

Munich.

* Skin tightening - face and body
* Long-term wrinkle reduction

The consultation and treatment rooms in Mu-

* Increased volume in the face and lip shaping

In addition to all modern non-operative forms of

nich are centrally located and offer plastic and

* Long-term fat removal with CoolSculpting®

ÄSTHETEN – the specialist centre for beauty – will

treatment, DIE ÄSTHETEN are also the specialists

aesthetic treatments at the highest level and in

optimise your appearance with innovative medi-

for classic cosmetic operations carried out accor-

ultra-modern surroundings.

cal treatments for which no scalpel is needed. Pre-

ding to the latest medical operating standards, inclu-

viously there was no alternative to the classic cosmetic

ding breast enlargement, eyelid lifting, facelifts and

Our branch in Bad Griesbach is located in a

operations,

high-end

liposuction. A personal consultation with Dr. Rösken

five-star hotel with an adjacent Asklepios private

procedures are available which permit beauty

– an experienced specialist for plastic and aesthetic

clinic. It combines the comfort and luxury of a

* Natural lifting (including thread lifting)

without scars and down time, so that you can take ple-

surgery – will clarify which form of treatment is most

first-class hotel with optimal medical treatment

* Gentle eyelid lift

asure in your new appearance as quickly as possible.

suitable in your case.

and care.

Look
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younger

but

and
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more

successful:

non-invasive

DIE

Plastic surgical procedures:
* Modern, modular liposuction
* Breast enlargement using high-quality
implants

DIE ÄSTHETEN
Tal 13, 80331 Munich
Phone +49.89.954719610
info@aestheten.de
www.aestheten.de

